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Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) treatment in ketamine use
disorder: a case report
Yao C et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry 67 (Jan) repetitive transcranial

Co-use of medication and alcohol: the influence on subjective effects of intoxication
and affect
Helle A et al
Personality Disorders: Theory, Research, and Treatment 13 (1) 7-82
Autism

Working with female adults living with autism in secure inpatient services
1

Parry H, Mee S
Nursing Times 118 (1) 34-37

A way forward to improve the lives of autistic people
Helen Frankish et al
Lancet 399 (10321) 215-217

The need to improve autism services in lower-resource settings
Angelina Kakooza-Mwesige et al
Lancet 399 (10321) 217-220

The Lancet Commission on the future of care and clinical research in autism
Catherine Lord et al
Lancet 399 (10321) 271-334
Bereavement and grief
Grieving the loss of a child in times of Covid-19
Hooghe A et al
Couple and Family Psychology 10 (4) 313-325
Worden’s task-based approach for supporting people bereaved by Covid-19
Khosravi M
Current Psychology 40 (11) 5735-5736

Shaping bereavement support for the future
Mullally S
Cancer Nursing Practice 21 (1) shaping bereavement support

Development of an online resource for people bereaved by suicide: a nuxed-method
user-centred study protocol
Poulet E et al
Frontiers in Psychiatry Vol 12 (Dec) development of an online resource

Stages of grief portrayed on the internet: a systematic analysis and critical appraisal
Avis K et al
Frontiers in Psychiatry Vol 12 (Dec) stages of grief
Child and Adolescent Issues
Dimensions of physical activity as related to child attention-deficit/hyperactivity
isorder symptoms and impairment
2

Aranas K, Leighyon J
Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry epub dimensions of physical activity

Covid-19
Tele mental health helplines during the Covid-19 pandemic: do we need guidelines?
Singh S, Sagar R
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 67 tele mental health

Diagnostic challenges posed by intersections between post-acute covid syndrome
and neurocognitive disorders
Philip S et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 67 diagnostic challenges
Dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease
Digital dementia care for the future: opportunities and challenges
Ramsey M, Lee E
American Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry 30 (1) 12-14
Low dose lithium treatment of behavioral complications in Alzheimer’s Disease: LitAD Randomized Clinical Trial
Devanand D et al
American Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry 30 (1) 32-42

Advance care planning in dementia: having a voice
Karen Harrison Dening
British Journal of Neuroscience Nursing 17 (6) 220–221

Donepezil overdose secondary to use of a smart home device for medication
reminders
Donepezil is used to treat mild to moderate dementia in Alzheimer’s disease. Even though
it is a relatively safe medication, important cardiac side effects of the medication include
bradycardia, atrioventricular block and sinoatrial block.
Gautam Sen et al
British Journal of Hospital Medicine 83 (1) Donepezil overdose secondary

Depression

The psychometric properties of the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21)
Bangla version
Ahmed A et al
Acta Psychologica Vol 223 psychometric properties
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Baseline anxiety and early anxiety/depression improvement in anxious depression
predicts treatment outcomes with escitalopram: A CAN-BIND-1 study report
Khoo Y et al
Journal of Affective Disorders Vol 300 pp 50-58
Disorders
Viloxazine: a new miracle drug for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or
just another non-stimulant
Hafeez S et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 67 viloxazine

A longitudinal examination of the reciprocal relationship between borderline
personality features and interpersonal relationship quality
Howard K et al
Personality Disorders: Theory, Research, and Treatment 13 (1) 3-11

Narrative identity in borderline personality disorder
Sajjadi S et al
Personality Disorders: Theory, Research, and Treatment 13 (1) 12-23

Delay discounting and narcissism: a meta-analysis with implications for narcissistic
personality disorder
Coleman S et al
Personality Disorders: Theory, Research, and Treatment 13 (1) epub 6 Jan

Drug treatment for panic disorder with or without agoraphobia: systematic review and
network analysis of randomised controlled trials
Chawla et al
BMJ 376 (8322) drug treatment for panic disorder
Eating Disorders
What do alterations in plasma lipidome tell us about refeeding in anorexia nervosa?
Kapphahan C
Journal of the American Academy of Child & Ad Psych 60 (12) 1457-1458

Adverse effects of refeeding on the plasma lipidome in young individuals with
anorexia nervosa?
Tam F et al
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Journal of the American Academy of Child & Ad Psych 60 (12) 1479-1490

Intellectual Disabilities
Psychiatric presentations and medication use in older adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities
Wise E et al
American Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry 30 (1) 65-77

Expanding capacity in mental health research in intellectual disabilities
Hassiotis A et al
BJPsych Bulletin 45 (6) 317-320

The neglected puzzle of dementia in people with severe/profound intellectual
disabilities: a systematic literature review of observable symptoms
Wissing M et al
Journal of Applied Research in Intellectual Disabilities 35 (1) 24-25
LGBTQ+
Gender in mental health: Gender-based violence, suffering, recovery and the greater
responsibility of society during the Covid-19 pandemic
Alibudbud R
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 67 gender in mental health
Mental Health and Physical Activity
Cognitive and psychosocial effects of an acute sun salutation intervention among
adults with stress
Evidence suggests that yoga can improve executive functioning (EF) and psychological wellbeing, but there is no evidence whether flow-based, moderate-intensity forms of yoga can
deliver similar benefits
Phansikar M, Mullen S
Mental Health and Physical Activity Vol 22 cognitive and psychosocial effects
Mindfulness/Wellbeing
Virtual mindfulness interventions to promote well-being in adults: a mixed-methods
systematic review
Noorbhal L et al
Journal of Affective Disorders Vol 300 pp 1-58
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The relative contributions of live and recorded online mindfulness training programs
to lower stress in the workplace: longitudinal observational study
Wolever R et al
Journal of Medical Internet Research 24 (1) relative contributions
Miscellaneous
Patients in mental healthcare should be referred to as patients and not service users
Priebe S
BJPsych Bulletin 45 (6) 327-328

Running a journal club in 2020 reflections and challenges
Mark I et al
BJPsych Bulletin 45 (6) 339-342
What they don’t teach you in medical school: helping the patient with chest pain
of unknown cause
Psychological factors can play a significant role in the perception of chest pain. Patients
with such a psychological disturbance may not meet the full criteria for a diagnosable
psychiatric illness, and thus cannot be assigned a specific diagnosis. Through their clinical
acumen, judicious use of special investigations and by forming a therapeutic alliance,
clinicians can identify and help these patients.
Stephen-John Martin et al
British Journal of Hospital Medicine 83 (1) What they don’t teach you in medical school
Professional
Psychiatry Curriculum: how does it affect medical students’ attitude toward
psychiatry
Lee H et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 67 psychiatry curriculum

PsychStart: a novel mentoring scheme for supporting and valuing medical students
interested in psychiatry
Hewson T et al
BJPsych Bulletin 45 (6) 343-350
Schizophrenia
Pharmacometabolomics-guided clozapine
therapy in
schizophrenia: preliminary exploration of future too near
Grover S et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry Vol 67 Pharmacometabolomics

treatment

resistant
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Self-harm and Suicide
Predictors of suicide attempts in male UK gamblers seeking residential treatment
Sharman S et al
Addictive Behaviors Vol 126 predictors of suicide attempts

Suicide prevention: How nurses can make all the difference
Mark Greener
Independent Nurse 2022 (1) 23-25
Sleep health/Disorders
A mindfulness meditation mobile app improves depression and anxiety in adults with
sleep disturbance: analysis from a randomized controlled trial
Huberty J et al
General Hospital Psychiatry Vol 73 pp30-37

Therapies

Scale up task-sharing of psychological therapies
Vikram Patel
Lancet 399 (10322) 343-345
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